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Snuffles!

A day in the life of …

by Bix L.
with Rob N.
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Snuffles is a French Bulldog.
Bonjour, Snuffles!
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Arf, arf! Snuffles is the first one up 
in the morning. Rise and shine, 

everyone! 
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Hop, hop, down the stairs.
Those stairs are steep!
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First comes breakfast.
Don’t forget the Secret Sauce!

And 
never 
forget 

the 
treat!!
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Arf, arf! Snuffles wants something. 
What does he want?
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Seconds! 
Snuffles wants seconds!

And … more Secret Sauce!!
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Arf, arf! Snuffles wants something.
What does he want?
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Outside! Snuffles wants
to go outside!!

Mission Accomplished!!!
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What does Snuffles like to do 
during the day?

Play catch-
me-if-you-

can…

Play peek-
a-boo…
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Snuggle 
with 

friends…

Hide away 
in a secret 

place…
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But what does Snuffles like to 
do most of all??

Be 
scratched 
in just the 

right 
spot…

Or go for a 
walk with a 
best buddy.
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Think! Snuffles loves to think!
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Now he is thinking about his 
lovely day. Think, Snuffles, think!!
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Time to go to bed.
Hop, hop, up the stairs!!
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Snuffles is sleepy. 
Night night, Snuffles!

Sleep tight!
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The End



About The Author 
 

 
 
Though previously known only as a software developer and technical writer, Rob 
Newbold’s passion has always been children’s canine literature. His inspiration for 
“Snuffles” is the celebrated French bulldog; Bix of Avon, Connecticut. Bix 
acknowledges, “its about time someone wrote a damn book about me” and is 
grateful that Rob took the time to “find my inner essence and didn’t screw the 
whole thing up!” Rob has plans for an entire “Snuffles” series of children’s books. 
The next volume in the series (available in the summer of ’09) will be “Snuffles 
Visits Cocè Lorna’s House.”  
 
Rob’s other children’s titles are: “Tasha Fetches the Tree Trunk”, “Zack’s Slimy 
Tennis Ball”, “Rocky Rockets for Rabbits” and “Lumpy’s Big Prison Break.” 
 
Rob lives in Wallingford, CT with a wealth of inspiration: wife Claire, son Jesse, 
Labrador retriever Zach and Labrador wannabe Rocky. Rob says, “It is only 
through the calming influence of my family that I am able to explore the inner 
ferocity of my subjects.” And “You know, you can’t make this shit up!” 
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